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MEMORANDUM 

TO:    MINNEAPOLIS CHARTER COMMISSION 

FROM:   PUBLIC SAFETY WORK GROUP 

DATE:  December 2, 2020 

SUBJECT: Report and Recommendation regarding Proposed City Council Amendment to the 

  Minneapolis Charter 

INTRODUCTION 

 On May 25, 2020, George Floyd, a Black citizen of Minneapolis, died when members of 

the Minneapolis Police Department restrained him.  Although his death was far from the first such 

death after a police encounter, George Floyd’s murder triggered an intensity of local and national 

response:  grief, demonstrations, cries for abolition of the police department, cries for reform of 

the police culture, violence, and, later, also cries for increased and better police protection.  In 

response to Mr. Floyd’s death, nine members of the Minneapolis City Council appeared on stage 

at a rally in Powderhorn Park on June 7, 2020, and, standing over a banner proclaiming “Defund 

the Police,” pledged to do just that. 

 The City Council subsequently passed an ordinance, “Amending Article VII of the City 

Charter relating to Administration, pertaining to the creation of a new Charter Department to 

provide for community safety and violence prevention, and the removal of the Police Department 

as a Charter Department”, proposing to amend the City Charter to effectuate a “reimagining” of 

the system of public safety in Minneapolis.  There were no public hearings prior to the passage of 

the ordinance, nor did typical consultative and analytical processes that precede Council-initiated 

system change occur prior to the passage of the ordinance.  Rather, the City Council pledged to 

begin a year long community engagement process designed to assist in developing a substantive 

plan. 

 The full ordinance is attached as Appendix A. 

 The City Council delivered the ordinance to the Charter Commission on June 30, 2020.  In 

accord with state law, the Charter Commission began the statutory review process of the proposed 

ordinance on July 1, 2020.  This Report and Recommendation is the product of that review. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5, sets out the process to be followed when the 

City Council transmits a proposed Charter amendment to the Charter Commission.  Upon 

completion of “review” of the amendment, the Charter Commission has three options:  to accept 

or to reject the amendment or to offer a substitute amendment.  If there is a recommendation to 

accept the amendment, then it is in the province of the City Council to draft a ballot question to be 

submitted to the voters in the next general election.  If the recommendation is to reject the proposal 

or to offer a substitute amendment, then the City Council may either accept that recommendation 

or reject the recommendation and place its original amendment on the ballot if it so chooses.  The 
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statute also provides that while the Charter Commission may have up to sixty days to complete its 

review, it can also exercise its right to extend the review period for another ninety days, if needed.  

A timing issue was superimposed in the present case, as further described below, the result being 

that no amendment related to public safety appeared on the November 3, 2020, ballot.  

 For the reasons discussed below, the Charter Commission voted unanimously on 

November 4, 2020, to reject the City Council’s proposed amendment and not to offer a substitute 

amendment at this time. 

BACKGROUND 

Current Structure of Community Safety Administration and Oversight in the Minneapolis 

Charter 

 Section 7.3(a) of the Charter provides that the Mayor has “complete power” over the police 

department.  Specifically, it states: 

 “The Mayor has complete power over the establishment, maintenance, and  

 command of the police department.  The Mayor may make all rules and    

 regulations and may promulgate and enforce general and special orders necessary   

 to operating the police department.  Except where the law vests an appointment in  

 the department itself, the Mayor appoints and may discipline or discharge any   

 employee in the department (subject to the Civil Service Commission’s rule, in   

 the case of an employee in the classified service).” 

 Section 7.3 (c) of the Charter contains a minimum funding provision:  “The City Council 

must fund a police force of at least 0.0017 employees per resident….”   

  Finally, Section 7.2(a)(11) establishes the Police Department as a Charter Department, 

while Section 7.2 (a)(15) permits the City Council to “establish, organize, and otherwise provide 

for…any other department necessary or convenient for the efficient delivery of municipal 

services.” 

The 2018 Proposed Amendment 

 In 2018, the City Council proposed an amendment to the Charter vesting in the City 

Council legislative authority over the police department, while retaining the existing provision on 

mayoral authority.  The Charter Commission undertook review of this amendment, including 

researching jurisdictions governed by mayor/council structures cited by the City Council as 

comparable to determine how police departments are managed by such peer cities.   The research 

disclosed that in virtually every instance the respective mayors have operational control over police 

departments.  Moreover, the research uncovered no studies examining the relationship between 

the structure of government and police reform. 

 The Charter Commission had also requested from the Minneapolis City Attorney’s office 

a legal review of the respective Charter authority of the Mayor and City Council over the police 

department.  The City Attorney’s review concluded, “The City Council has the same authority 

over the Police Department as it does over all City departments, its authority to legislate and set 
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enterprise policies, goals and strategic direction, hold hearings and require accountability of and 

reports and information from the Police Department.” 

 Based substantially on this research, as well as on comments received in public hearings 

and comments from members of the City Council and others, the Charter Commission rejected the 

proposed 2018 amendment in January of 2019.  A copy of the Charter Commission Report and 

Recommendation, along with the supporting documents, is attached as Appendix B.  The Findings 

of the Charter Commission contained in that Report were as follows: 

 (a) The public has had inadequate notice of and inadequate opportunity to comment on the 

 Amendment.  

 (b) The City Council already has significant authority over and control of the police 

 department, including setting goals, obtaining information, and exercising its 

 legislative authority over budgets and expenditures.  

 (c) Based on a review of comparable  municipalities, there is little to no precedent for 

 similar City Council authority and control of police departments.  

 (d) There is no evidence showing that community satisfaction correlates to police 

 department management style. Applicable studies on police department management do 

 not establish a correlation between management structure and police behavior.  

 (e) The Amendment contains internally inconsistent language which could lead to 

 confusion in interpreting the City Charter and to unintended consequences.  

 (f)  Introducing additional City Council authority and control of the police department 

 would  result in a diffuse chain of command, which could impair effectiveness. 

 The Charter Commission determined during the present review that the research and 

analysis completed with respect to the 2018 proposed amendment was still applicable to the City 

Council’s 2020 amendment regarding the shift of supervisory authority from the Mayor to the City 

Council.  

THE PRESENT PROPOSED AMENDMENT 

 On June 30, 2020, the Minneapolis City Council delivered to the Minneapolis Charter 

Commission an ordinance relating to public safety and providing for the proposed amendment of 

the Minneapolis City Charter, in accord with Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5. 

  The amendment had four components:  

 1. Elimination of the minimum funding and staffing requirements contained in  

  Section 7.3 ( c ) of the Charter; 

 2. Elimination of the “complete power” provision granted to the Mayor over the  

  Minneapolis Police Department, contained in Section 7.3 (a) of the Charter;  

 3. Elimination of the Minneapolis Police Department as a Charter Department; and 
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 4. Creation of a new Charter Department, the Department of Community Safety and  

  Violence Prevention, which “may” – or may not – establish a Division of Law  

  Enforcement Services, with the head of that Division, if any, reporting to the  

  Director of the new Department.  The head of the Department of Community  

  Safety and Violence Prevention will have non-law enforcement experience in  

  community safety services. 

THE REVIEW PROCESS  

The Review Process:  Overview 

 State law governing Charter amendments directs that the Charter Commission may have 

up to sixty days to “review” such proposed amendments and may request an additional ninety days 

if needed to complete the review.  Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5.  At its meeting on 

August 5, 2020, the Charter Commission decided that there were compelling reasons to take the 

additional ninety days to complete a more thorough review than that which had been possible 

within the short time allotted and subsequently reconvened its Public Safety Work Group to 

undertake the review.  For the proposed amendments to appear on the November 2020, ballot, the 

Commission would have had to complete its review by an August 21, 2020, ballot printing 

deadline.  The request for the additional ninety days meant that the review could not be completed 

by that deadline, and, hence, the amendments would not appear on the 2020 ballot.1  

 The ninety-day period permitted for further review would end on November 27, 2020. 

Initial Sixty Day Review Period 

 Following receipt of the City Council ordinance, the Charter Commission held public 

hearings on July 15, July 21, and July 27-28.  The City Council amendment effectively divided 

the City, according to the thousands of comments the Charter Commission received both during 

the hearings and in written submissions.  On one side of the issue, proponents were adamantly in 

favor of it, having accepted the sponsors’ claims that moving power from the Mayor to the City 

Council will increase “accountability;” that creating a new department that may – or may not – 

allow a police department to remain will bring about the needed systemic change; and that 

“democracy” demands an opportunity for voters to vote on the amendment in the November 

election.  On the other side, people were disturbed that the City Council had bypassed community 

input, as well as the input of the Police Chief and other stakeholders, that it had no plan (and that 

details, if any, had been vague and inconsistent), and that removing the police is dangerous and 

irresponsible, particularly targeting those communities that have already suffered from violence 

and abandonment. 

 A compilation and summary of the written comments is attached as Appendix C.  

 
1 It is possible, however, that any proposed amendment to the Charter regarding public safety could 

appear on the ballot for the next municipal election in November, 2021. 
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The August 5 Public Safety Work Group Report 

 In an effort to meet the printing deadline to place the City Council’s amendment on the 

November 2020 ballot, the Public Safety Work Group met weekly during the month of July to 

complete its initial review and report back to the full Charter Commission on August 5, 2020.  The 

Work Group requested information and data from the Police Department and other City sources.  

The five authors of the City Council proposed amendment attended one of the meetings and Mayor 

Frey and Police Chief Arradondo attended a second to present their views and respond to questions.   

 The Work Group also considered a proposed substitute amendment, to amend Section 

7.3(c) of the Charter by eliminating the minimum funding provision.  In a full Charter Commission 

meeting on August 5, 2020, a motion not to approve the substitute amendment prevailed.  (A copy 

of the Work Group’s Report and Recommendation regarding the proposed substitute amendment 

is attached as Appendix  D.)  Instead, the Commission determined that there had been insufficient 

time for a reasonable review and voted to exercise its statutory right and obligation to conduct that 

review for an additional ninety days. 

The Extended Review Period 

 The extended review period, albeit also still limited, nevertheless permitted opportunity for 

greater in-depth review of the proposed City Council amendments.  At a special meeting on August 

12, 2020, the Commission voted to reconstitute the Public Safety Work Group.  To resume the 

review process, the Public Safety Work Group accordingly reconvened on August 18, 2020.  It 

had quickly become evident from the public comments and apparent confusion or misinformation 

that clarity was needed as to what properly should constitute a review as required by statute.  

Second, it was necessary to develop a work plan for the ensuing ninety-day period that would lay 

out key stakeholders to be interviewed and key data and information to be collected.  We note that 

the work plan and particularly execution of same depended heavily upon the advice and assistance 

of the City Clerk, Casey J. Carl, and his staff.  In addition, Deputy Police Chief Erick Fors attended 

all of the Work Group meetings to respond to data requests and questions as they arose. 

 The Work Group also clarified the scope of its charge.  While a thorough review would 

necessarily require consideration of a broad range of information and data, the final result of the 

work would and should be limited to considerations appropriate to the language and purpose of 

the Charter and the limited authority of the Charter Commission.  Issues related to reform of public 

safety and police functions range from federal and state law, including labor laws governing 

collective bargaining and arbitration, to on-going reform efforts, and to best practices that are 

important but that do not pertain to Charter language.  Most important, the City budget has a 

profound impact but is outside our authority.   Thus, we had to balance learning and gathering of 

relevant information with avoiding mission creep. 

 Attached as Appendix E is the Work Plan, showing in detail the invited speakers and 

subject matter covered during each Work Group meeting within the ninety-day period. 

 As the ninety-day review period was drawing to a close, two Charter Commissioners 

offered substitute amendments for consideration.  The first was to amend the Charter to create a 
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new Charter Department similar to that which was proposed by the City Council, but with more 

clarity regarding separation of powers.  The second proposal was to amend the Charter to eliminate 

the minimum funding provision. 

STANDARDS FOR REVIEW 

 The Work Group was aware that Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5, governing 

amendment of the Charter, contains no guidance for interpreting the meaning of “review,” nor are 

there any other known sources for interpretation of this term.  On the other hand, the Charter 

Commission has had the benefit of past experience to suggest what elements should constitute a 

sound review.  We therefore relied on such experience to develop a set of standards to be followed 

not only in this case but also to be applied to many future proposals from the City Council or 

Charter Commissioners for amendments.  The full Charter Commission adopted the standards on 

October 7, 2020.   

 A full copy of the standards for review, along with Notes and Comments to explain the 

standards further, is attached as Appendix F.   Here are the basic standards:  

▪ First, is the amendment germane to the charter? 

 

▪ Second, is the amendment well considered? 

 

▪ Third, is the amendment clear and specific? 

 

▪ Fourth, does the proposed amendment interfere with or take away any rights of the 

voters? 

 

▪ Fifth, is the proposed amendment consistent with state law? 

 

▪ Finally, is the proposed amendment necessary to accomplish  its intended objective? 

 

LIMITATIONS OF THE REVIEW 

 During the meetings of the Work Group, it was apparent that a number of contingencies 

would interfere with the Work Group’s recommendations at this time.  These contingencies are as 

follows: 

 1. The Minnesota Department of Human Rights is still in the midst of an investigation 

of a discrimination charge against the Minneapolis Police Department arising out of the death of 

George Floyd and out of allegations of other discriminatory practices.  Any amendment to the 

Charter should not be considered without regard to the outcome of this investigation.  (A temporary 

Settlement Agreement between the Department and the City is in place pending the investigation.  

A copy of the Agreement is attached as Appendix G.) 

 2. The City of Minneapolis has commissioned a staffing efficiency study that is just 

under way.  Such a study could have an impact on the minimum funding provision contained in 
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the Charter, and it would thus be premature to suggest amending that provision without this 

promised data. 

 3. A group of Minneapolis residents have commenced legal action against the City of 

Minneapolis for violation of the minimum funding clause of the Charter.  The outcome of that 

litigation should also be weighed in the consideration of any Charter amendments related to public 

safety. 

 4. That portion of the City Council amendment related to the shifting of power from 

the Mayor to the City Council generated the suggestion that a more comprehensive study of the 

structure of government under the Charter might be appropriate.  The Charter Commission voted 

on October 7, 2020, to create a Work Group to facilitate that study.  The Government Structure 

Work Group has just begun undertaking its work.  The outcome of that process should also be 

factored into any further study and work by the Charter Commission regarding community safety 

issues. 

 5. Minneapolis has done a study on 911 calls.  That study showed that sworn police 

officers may not need to answer some of those calls and that other city personnel could answer 

those calls.  As this study is implemented, there may be outcomes that could affect the Charter. 

 6. The City Council has shifted some community service projects provided by the 

Police Department to the Department of Health.  There will be more data available as to the 

outcomes of these shifts in a few months that could affect a Charter amendment. 

 For these reasons, in its meeting on November 4, 2020, the Charter Commission 

determined it would be premature to offer a substitute amendment to the City Council in accord 

with statute.  Instead, it would be appropriate to reconvene to continue the process of studying the 

potential for Charter change after these on-going matters have been resolved or if there is more 

data on outcomes of existing studies and investigations.  The Work Group recommended it 

reconvene to continue its work as the aforementioned items begin to conclude, which likely means 

in early 2021. 

APPLICATION OF STANDARDS TO THE CITY COUNCIL AMENDMENTS 

 The decision not to offer a substitute amendment left the Charter Commission with two 

remaining statutory choices:  to accept or to reject the City Council amendment as a whole.2  

 The findings reported by the Charter Commission in its January 2019 Report and 

Recommendation continue to be applicable to the City Council amendment with respect to changes 

in oversight of the Police Department.  Thus, the Commission rejected that component of the City 

Council amendment. 

 
2 During the July meeting of the Public Safety Work Group with the amendment authors, 

members of City Council responded negatively to the question as to whether the amendment 

could be separated into more than one ballot question. 
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 The remaining components of the City Council amendment satisfy only one of the 

Standards for Review adapted by the Charter Commission.  Specifically, the proposed amendment 

is germane to the Charter.  Creation of a Charter Department and elimination of certain Charter 

provisions clearly relate to the structure of this City’s government under the Charter. 

 The City Council amendment does not meet the remaining Standards for Review: 

  a. The amendment was not well considered.  There were no public hearings 

before the City Council prior to enactment of the ordinance proposing the Charter changes.  The 

Charter Commission, however, did have several public hearings, only to determine that the City 

was deeply divided.  Those divisions have yet to be addressed or resolved.  Moreover, staffing 

studies, budget analyses, racial equity analysis, and public engagement did not form any 

foundation for the proposed amendments.  There are no clear lines of authority.   

  b. The amendment is not clear and specific.  The meaning of “defund” has 

changed over time, with some residents wanting actually to defund a police department and others 

wanting to keep a police department but also to reform it; and the word “may” with reference to 

any police function has caused confusion and concern.  

  c. The amendment potentially could interfere with the rights of the voters 

insofar as it was presented without a plan on how to implement the amendment if adopted, thus 

preventing the voters from knowing what their vote might mean:  how the new proposed 

department and the power shift will provide public safety. 

  d. The proposed amendment may not be consistent with state law.  The 

Minneapolis City Attorney provided the Work Group with information noting that only sworn 

officers can make certain arrests and other such mandates.  The amendment could potentially give 

rise to the uncertainties of  litigation.  The Council amendment removes the Police Department as 

a Charter department and merely contemplates but does not mandate a law enforcement Division 

of the new proposed Charter department.  Accordingly, the Charter amendment could mean the 

total elimination of the Police Department and hence the elimination of an entire bargaining unit—

the Police Federation.  In a recently reported case involving the elimination of a bargaining unit 

by the City of Brainerd, Firefighters Union Local 4725, et al v. City of Brainerd, 934 N.W. 2d 101 

(2019) the Minnesota Supreme Court held that the City had committed an unfair labor practice 

under the Public Employees Labor Relations Act.  While it is not entirely clear that this amendment 

might defund the Minneapolis Police Department, the City could be compelled to comply with 

state law by retaining the police function, the bargaining unit, and the collective bargaining 

agreement by just changing titles.  

  e. The proposed amendment is not necessary to accomplish its intended 

objective to “reimagine” public safety.  While there are differences of opinion as to whether on-

going reforms go far enough, reforms have already occurred without need for a Charter change.  

Some functions within the Police Department have been transferred to the Health Department’s 

Office of Violence Prevention.  The Minneapolis Charter is not an obstacle to the creation of a 

new City Department of Community Safety and Violence Prevention.  If the only purpose of the 
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amendment is no longer to have a Police Department, then the amendment does not meet this 

Standard of Review.     

CONCLUSION 

 Based upon its review of the City Council amendment, including application of the 

Standards for Review, the Charter Commission voted unanimously on November 4, 2020, to reject 

the City Council amendment.  In addition, the Charter Commission also voted to reconvene the 

Public Safety Work Group in 2021 to consider any outcomes of present studies of the Police 

Department and the outcomes of any changes being made within the Police Department. 

 It is particularly hoped that all parties – the City Council, the Mayor, the Police Chief, and, 

most important, the people of Minneapolis – will find a way to unite in this endeavor to institute 

meaningful and sustainable cultural change and to bring justice and thence peace.  The Charter 

Commission is committed to work hard to contribute to this transformation. 

PUBLIC SAFETY WORK GROUP 

Toni Newborn, Co-Chair 

Andrea Rubenstein, Co-Chair 

Andy Kozak 

Matt Perry 

Jan Sandberg 

Lyall Schwarzkopf 

Barry Clegg, Ex Officio 
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ORDINANCE 

By Ellison, Cano, Gordon, Fletcher, and Bender 

Amending Article VII of the City Charter relating to Administration and Article VIII of the City Charter relating 
to Officers and Other Employees, pertaining to the creation of a new Charter Department to provide for 
community safety and violence prevention, and the removal of the Police Department as a Charter 
Department. 

The City Council of the City of Minneapolis do ordain as follows: 

Section 1. That Article VII, Section 7.2(a) of the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to read as follows: 

§ 7.2. Departments. 

(a) The departments generally. The City Council must establish, organize, and otherwise provide for these 

departments: 

(1) a City Coordinator; 

(2) a City Clerk (section 4.2(e)); 

(3) a City Assessor; 

(4) a City Finance Officer and budget office, including a director; 

(5) a City Attorney and legal department; 

(6) a civil rights department, including a director, and a civil rights commission (section 7.2(d)); 

(7) a department of community planning and economic development; 

(8) a fire department (section 7.4); 

(9) a health department, headed by a health commissioner; 

(10) a planning commission (section 7.2(e)); 

(11) a-pel-i-ee-elepaFtme-nt a department of community safety and violence prevention  (section 7.3); 

(12) a public-works department; 

(13) a purchasing department; 

(14) a regulatory-services department; and 

(15) any other department necessary or convenient for the efficient delivery of municipal services. 

Section 2. That Article VII, Section 7.3 of the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to read as follows: 

§ 7.3. Peke Community Safety and Violence Prevention. 
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(a) Department of Community Safety and Violence Prevention. The City Council must establish, maintain,  

adequately fund, and consistently engage the public about a department of community safety and violence 

prevention, which will have responsibility for public safety services prioritizing a holistic, public health-oriented 

approach.  

(1) Director of Community Safety and Violence Prevention Department. The Mayor nominates and the City 

Council appoints a director of the department of community safety and violence prevention under section 

8.4(b). Individuals eligible to be appointed as director will have non-law enforcement experience in community 

safety services, including but not limited to public health and/or restorative justice approaches.  

(b) Division of Law Enforcement Services. The Council may maintain a division of law enforcement services, 

composed of licensed peace officers, subject to the supervision of the department of community safety and 

violence prevention.  

(1) Director of Law Enforcement Services Division. The director of the department of community safety and  

violence prevention shall appoint the director of the division of law enforcement services, subject to  

confirmation by official act of the City Council and Mayor. 

Section 3. That Article VII, Section 7.4 of the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to read as follows: 

§ 7.4. - Fire. 

(a) Fire department. 

(1) Fire chief. 

(A) Appointment. The Mayor nominates and the City Council appoints a fire chief under section 8.4(b). 

(B) Civil service. The chief serves in the unclassified service, but with the same employee benefits (except as to 

hiring and discharge) as an officer in the classified service. If a chief is appointed from the classified service, 

then he or she is treated as taking a leave of absence while serving as chief, after which he or she is entitled to 



return to his or her permanent grade in the classified service. If no vacancy is available in that grade, then the 

least senior employee so classified returns to his or her grade before being so classified. 

(2) Senior management. 
(A) Senior managers. The department's senior managers are those holding the titles (which may be held by 

one or more employees)— 

(1) assistant chief, 

(ii) deputy chief, 

(iii) fire marshal, 

(iv) assistant chief of training, or 

(v) engineering officer. 

(B) Appointment. The fire chief appoints, with the City Council's assent, without examination, a senior manager 

from the department's firefighters with the rank of captain or higher; and may discharge him or her at will, 

without regard to the Civil Service Commission's rules. An officer who accepts such an appointment is treated 

as taking a leave of absence, retains his or her grade and seniority in the classified service, and earns seniority 

in that grade while serving as a senior manager, after which he or she is entitled to return to his or her 

permanent grade in the classified service. If no vacancy is available in that grade, then the least senior 

employee so classified returns to his or her grade before being so classified. 

(3) Officers and staff. 
(A) Appointment. The fire chief, with the City Council's assent, appoints (subject to the Civil Service 

Commission's rules) the department's other officers and other employees. 

(B)Layoffs. The fire chief may (subject to the Civil Service Commission's rules) discharge an employee in the 

City's interest. If the City Council directs that the department reduce its force, then the chief must recommend 

only such layoffs as will not impair the department's operations. 

(b) Fire marshal. The fire marshal must take care that all laws and ordinances against danger from fire are 

faithfully observed and enforced, for which purpose the marshal may enter and inspect any building (including 

a dwelling) at any reasonable time. The marshal must examine and record the cause of any fire. 

(d c) Fire emergencies. If necessary for the protection of life or property from an unusual fire, a riot, or a like 

emergency, the fire chief may— 

(1) compel the attendance of any employee in the fire department (including an off-duty firefighter), for which 

purpose the chief may make any necessary or prudent rule; and 

(2) appoint additional officers or other firefighters for temporary service during the emergency, without regard 

to the Civil Service Commission's rules. 

(e d) Funding. The City Council must fund a fire department that can maintain adequate staffing. 

(1)Operating expenses. The department's operating expenses are paid out of the general fund. 

(2)Capital expenses. The department's capital expenses are paid out of the permanent-improvement fund, or 

the proceeds from bonds issued for the purpose, or out of the general fund. 



Section 4. That Article VIII, Section 8.2(d) of the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to read as follows: 

§ 8.2. — Officers generally. 

(d) Tenure. Each officer takes office, after having qualified and taking the required oath— 

(1) in the case of an elected officer other than a Council member, elected in a regular election, on the first 

weekday in January that is not a holiday in the calendar year next following the election; 

(2) in the case of Council members, elected in a regular election, on the first Monday in January in the calendar 

year next following the election; 

(3) in the case of an elected officer elected at a special election, when the results are certified; 

(4) in the case of an officer appointed under section 8.4(b), other  than the police chief,  on the first weekday in 

January that is not a holiday in an even-numbered year; and  

(5) in  the case  of the police chief, on  thc first weekday in January that is not a  holiday in the year the 

appointment  starts; and 

(65) in the case of any other office, as any applicable ordinance provides, otherwise upon election or 

appointment. 

Section 5. That Article VIII, Section 8.4(b) of the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to read as follows: 

§ 8.4. — Other officers. 

(b) Appointment by Mayor or Council. Where a general law, special law, ordinance, rule, or other authority 

provides for an officer's appointment by the Mayor, by the City Council, by any board or commission whose 

membership mostly consists of Council members, or by any combination of them, and does not explicitly 

override this section 8.4(b), then the appointment is vested collectively in the Mayor, Executive 'Committee, 

and Council as this section provides. The Council may prescribe the Executive Committee's process, and may 

require consultation with any interested Council committee or member, but may not limit the candidates that 

the Mayor may nominate or the Committee may review. This section 8.4(b) does not apply to any appointment 

for which another provision within this charter provides unless the other provision explicitly refers to this 

section. 

(1) Nomination by Mayor. The Mayor enjoys the exclusive power of nominating the officer in the first instance. 

(2) Recommendation by Executive Committee. The Executive Committee must review the Mayor's 

nomination, which it may forward to the City Council with a recommendation that the candidate be appointed. 

(3) Appointment by City Council. The City Council may appoint a candidate that the Executive Committee has 

recommended. The Council may not appoint a candidate that the Executive Committee has not recommended. 

(4) Failure of appointment. If an office has been vacant for at least 90 days = 	— - 	- - e= - 

chief), or if the Mayor has nominated three candidates that the Executive Committee or the Council has 

rejected, then the Executive Committee may by a majority of its membership name three or more candidates, 

from whom the Mayor must nominate one. If the Mayor has not, after 20 days, nominated a candidate so 

named, then the Executive Committee may by a majority of its membership recommend one such candidate 

to the Council, and the Council may appoint the recommended candidate, without the Mayor's nomination. 

This process recurs until an officer is appointed. 

(5) Suspension. The Executive Committee may suspend without pay any officer appointed under this section 

8.4(b). Any such suspension expires after five days unless the City Council extends it. 

(6) Removal. The City Council may not remove an officer appointed under this section 8.4(b) unless the 

Executive Committee so recommends, and may not remove a Civil Service Commissioner except for cause. 



(7) Holding over. Any officer subject to appointment under this section 8.4(b) whose term has expired but 

whose successor has not been appointed may continue in office for up to 180 days. The Executive Committee 

may thereafter appoint a temporary successor for up to 90 days. The office is otherwise vacant until a successor 

is appointed and qualifies. 

Section 6. That the proposed amendment related to the creation of a community safety and violence 

prevention department and the removal of the police department be submitted to the qualified voters of the 

City for adoption or rejection at the 2020 Presidential General Election to be held November 3, 2020, and that 

notice of such submission be given by the City Clerk by publication of such notice and amendment, in full, once 

a week for two successive weeks prior to November 3, 2020, in the Star Tribune, a newspaper of general 

circulation in the City of Minneapolis, and in Finance and Commerce, the official newspaper of the City of 

Minneapolis. In submitting the proposed amendment for adoption or rejection by the qualified voters, the title 

and language of the question shall be presented as follows: 

"Community Safety & Violence Prevention Department 

Shall the Minneapolis City Charter be amended to provide for the establishment of a new Community Safety 

& Violence Prevention Department and to remove the Police Department. 

Yes 	  

No 	  

Section 7. This ordinance shall take effect May 1, 2021. 
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REPORT OF THE CHARTER COMMISSION 
ON 

CITY COUNCIL PROPOSAL TO AMEND 
SECTION 7.3 OF THE MINNAPOLIS CITY CHARTER 

1. Executive Summary. This Report constitutes the Charter Commission's review and 

response to the City Council's proposed amendment (the "Amendment") of Section 7.3 of the 

Minneapolis City Charter relating to the City Council's and Mayor's authority over the police department. 

A copy of the Amendment is attached to this Report as Exhibit 1. For the reasons set forth below, the 

Charter Commission rejects the Amendment. 

2. Statutory Authority. The Charter Commission's amendment process is governed by state 

law. Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5, ("Amendments proposed by Council"), provides in part 

as follows: 

After rejection by the Charter Commission, the City Council still has an option to place the Amendment 

on the ballot: "On notification of the charter commission's action, the council may submit to the people, 

in the same manner as provided in subdivision 4, the amendment originally proposed by it." 

3. Procedural Posture. The City Council proposed and approved the Amendment at its 

regular meeting on August 3, 2018. The Charter Commission then commenced its review of the 

Amendment and, within 60 days thereafter, requested an additional 90 days to complete its review as 

permitted by the statute. This Report constitutes the Charter Commission's notification to the City Council 

that the Charter Commission, by vote on January 2, 2019, voted to reject the proposed Amendment. 

4. Charter Commission Process. Pursuant to notice, the Charter Commission held three 

public hearings in three different locations throughout the City, to provide opportunity for public feedback 

and comment on the Amendment. The Charter Commission also invited public comment during its other 

regular and special meetings during the 150 day period for review. Although the public hearings were 

sparsely attended, the majority of those who did attend and testify testified in opposition to the 

Amendment. See summary of public testimony and emailed comments in Exhibit 2. (The City Council 
held one public hearing concerning the Amendment prior to its adoption.) The Charter Commission 

believes that should the City Council intend to move this Amendment to the ballot, more prior public 

discussion and input is required. 



The Charter Commission also: (i) conducted its own research with respect to other municipalities 

of similar size and with similar Mayor/Council systems of government, as well as the municipalities 

mentioned in Council discussions of the Amendment; (ii) reviewed the memorandum of the City Attorney 

regarding "Charter Authority of Mayor and City Council Regarding Police Department"; (iii) researched the 

history of Minneapolis Charter provisions relating to authority over the police department; (iv) researched 

available studies and data evaluating how police department management structure correlates to 

effective policing; and (v) researched data relating to comparable municipalities and citizen satisfaction 

with policing and whether or not such satisfaction correlates to police department management 

structure. 

5. History of Charter Provisions Regarding Authority Over the Police Department. As part of 

its statutory review of the Amendment, the Charter Commission prepared a report on the history of Article 

VII, Section 7.3. See "History of Mayoral Control Over Police Department", attached as Exhibit 3. Since 

the incorporation of the City in 1867, except for a four year period from 1887 to 1891, the Mayor has had 

primary control over the police department. Even during the four year period when the City had a police 

board of commissioners, the Mayor was the president of the police commission. After the legislature 

repealed the laws creating the police commission in 1891, it enacted new laws vesting the Mayor "with 

all the powers of the city connected with and incident to the establishment, maintenance. . .control and 

supervision of the police force" and the authority to "make all needful rules and regulations" for the 
department and to "promulgate and enforce all general and special orders" for the department's 

governance. That language has remained in substantially similar form for 125 years. Since 1891, the City 

Council's primary role under the Charter with regard to police is to provide the buildings, facilities and 

property for the police department and to fix and pay the salary and compensation of the department's 

officers. 

6. Current Operation of the Police Department and Council Role. The City Attorney's Office 

prepared and provided to the Charter Commission a memorandum on the current operation of the police 

department and the Mayor's and Council's respective roles under the Charter and other law. See "Charter 

Authority of Mayor & City Council Regarding Police Department," dated September 28, 2018, attached as 

Exhibit 4. This memorandum details the Mayor's general "executive authority" with regard to the City 
under Article VII, Section 7.1 and the specific complete control of the police department outlined in 

Section 7.3 as interpreted by case law and prior City Attorney Opinions. The memorandum also explains 

the legislative authority of the Council and notes that the interplay between the Mayor's executive 

authority and the Council's legislative authority is occasionally ambiguous. The memorandum concludes 

that the Mayor has clear executive power over the operations of the police department but that the 

Council has the power to set enterprise goals for all departments, including police, as well as the ability to 

request information from the police department. Importantly, the memorandum notes the substantial 

power the Council has over the police department by virtue of its legislative power over budgets and 

expenditures. 

7. Review of Comparable Jurisdictions. The PowerPoint presentation to the City Council in 
support of the Amendment stated that cities address police oversight in a variety of ways and "that many 

do not vest total control in the mayor." It cited eight cities as examples. The Charter Commission 

reviewed the government structure of the eight cited cities as well as nine other cities. See "Review of 

Other Cities' Management of Police Department" attached as Exhibit 5. Of the eight cited cities, four 

operate under a Mayor-Council system like Minneapolis, three operate under a Council-Manager system 

and one operates under a commission form of government. The Charter Commission also reviewed nine 

other cities with Mayor-Council systems: Milwaukee, St. Paul, Seattle, San Francisco, Denver, Indianapolis, 
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Cleveland, Nashville and Omaha. The review concludes that control of the police department is generally 

vested in the Mayor (Mayor-Council form of government) or the City Manager (Council-Manager system). 

In those Mayor-Council systems that have police commissions, e.g. San Francisco, Detroit or Milwaukee, 

the Mayor still retains significant authority over the police department. In Oakland, a Mayor-Council city, 

the Council can approve or disapprove a policy after recommendation by the police commission. Other 

than the ability to set a department's budget or approve nominations to a police commission, no City 

Council in any of the reviewed cities has the direct power to set policy or otherwise exercise general • 

control over its police department. 

8. Review of Community Satisfaction and Correlation to Management Style. The Charter 

Commission also reviewed a report tracking community satisfaction with its police department by 

management structure of the police department. See "Citizen Satisfaction with Police" attached as 

Exhibit 6. The report, which reviewed satisfaction data from 10 cities, fails to show any relationship 

between government structure, police management style and community satisfaction with its police 

department. 

9. Review of Applicable Studies and Literature. The Charter Commission further analyzed 

available studies or data evaluating the impact or effectiveness of a Council exercising control, authority 

or management of a police department. See "Studies/Data Evaluating Council Role in Authority/Oversight 
or Management of Police Department" attached as Exhibit 7. The report concludes that the right data or 

measures to test the relationship between forms of local government and the delivery of police services 
does not appear to exist. Further, it appears unlikely that any data or measures exist that would support 

the justification/purposes of the Amendment or test the effectiveness and impacts of the division of 

authority between the Mayor and Council proposed in the Amendment. 

10. Concerns with Amendment Language. The Amendment contains contradictory and 
confusing language. The Amendment removes the Mayor's ability to make "all" rules and regulations for 

the department and authorizes the City Council also to make rules and regulations for the police 
department subject to the Mayor's signature or veto. The Amendment offers no guidance or direction as 

to how to handle conflicting or contradictory rules or regulations that may result if the Council passes a 

rule or regulation over the objection of the Mayor. Simply stated, whose rules and regulations will 

govern? As noted by several speakers at public hearings before the Commission, the Amendment sets up 

a disorganized structure that could impact a response to critical situations. In addition, the proposed 

ability of the Council to make regulations for the department would exceed the authority the Council now 

has over other departments. The proposed ability for the Council to make rules and regulations for the 

police department also raised issues for speakers at the public hearings, the "14 bosses" scenario, in which 

there is no clear line of communication for the police department or accountability for the elected 
officials. As opposed to the current clear line of authority and accountability by the Mayor, under the 

Amendment there would be no clear line of authority and accountability for elected officials. 

11. Findings of the Charter Commission. The Charter Commission finds as follows: 

(a) The public has had inadequate notice of and inadequate opportunity to comment 

on the Amendment. 

(b) The City Council already has significant authority over and control of the police 

department, including setting goals, obtaining information, and exercising its 

legislative authority over budgets and expenditures. 
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(c) Based on a review of comparable municipalities, there is little to no precedent for 

similar City Council authority and control of police departments. 

(d) There is no evidence showing that community satisfaction correlates to police 

department management style. Applicable studies on police department 

management do not establish a correlation between management structure and 

police behavior. 

(e) The Amendment contains internally inconsistent language which could lead to 

confusion in interpreting the City Charter and to unintended consequences. 

(f) Introducing additional City Council authority and control of the police department 

would result in a diffuse chain of command, which could impair effectiveness. 

12. 	Action.  The Charter Commission rejects the Amendment. 

Respectfully submitted, 

MINNEAPOLIS CHARTER COMMISSION 

By 

Barry Clegg 

Its Chair 

GP:4837-3215-6547 vi 
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                                     APPENDIX C 
 

Minneapolis Charter Commission 

Compilation of Public Comments 

 

COMMENTS IN SUPPORT OF PLACING AMENDMENT ON NOVEMBER BALLOT 

 NOTE:  The large majority of the comments in support of the amendment simply urge us 
not to delay the process and, instead, to take timely action to ensure that the voters have an 
opportunity to exercise their right to vote on it.  There was relatively little comment about the 
substance of the amendment; rather, the concern was simply that reform of the police 
department is urgent, the ballot question is the democratic way, we cannot afford to wait a year, 
and that the amendment is the way to start the conversation about police reform or, for many, 
dismantling. 

1.  Shifting of supervisory power to the City Council 

The amendment will increase the City Council’s freedom to move to a new model. 

The Charter does not allow for change and accountability. 

The City Council is more representative than the Mayor. 

2. Creation of New Department 
 
While there are problems with the vagueness of the amendment and with the 
Council’s lack of coordination with others who have been researching this topic for 
years, the amendment moves us in the right direction. 

      Systemic change must start with the Charter amendment.   

     Change will not be immediate; the new model will be “thoughtful and strategic.” 

     This is an opportunity to be at the forefront of visionary models of public safety. 

     This is an opportunity to build something entirely new. 

      Make Minneapolis a shining example. 

Four mayors have pledged reform; police chiefs the same.  Twenty five years of      
promises have not been kept.  Incremental change is failing, and the result has been 
trauma and death.  Make room to reimagine with the community. 

I look forward to “a future of reconciliation, healing and a community-led response to             
public safety.” 
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Delighted to see focus on public health.  Public health initiatives are often overlooked 
and can achieve long term effects.  We still need police officers, too, though.  But this 
idea is promising. 

At times, police are called upon to do jobs outside the scope of their training. 

3. Position of Chief of Police 

[No comments refer to the Police Chief.] 

 
4. Hiring of or numbers of licensed law enforcement officers at the discretion of the 

City Council 
 

We must eliminate the police all together. 
 
People are sick and tired of the abuse of power by the police department.  Over and 
over the MPD has shown itself to be un-reformable and unaccountable.  Do not delay 
change. 

                 The MPD will not be dismantled overnight.  There will be a thoughtful transition. 

       Disbanding has proven to be successful in places like Camden, New Jersey. 

A restructuring will permit the police to concentrate on the real crime work for which     
they are trained. 

5. Fears for Safety 

The MPD has failed to keep all members of our community safe.  Help our 
community move to new methods of community safety. 

The current system has failed.  We need a different structure for the safety of all. 

Children deserve to  live where they can feel safe and valued. 

The police have abandoned us. 

This is the first time I have been able to imagine safety in my lifetime since I was 
born as a black person.  Let future generations know you were thinking of them. 

6. “Good cops/bad cops” 
 

[No comments on this theme.] 
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7. The Process  

George Floyd’s murder was the last straw.   A “yes” vote will allow serious 
conversations to occur. 

The ballot fast tracks a public and democratic process, which is key.  The new 
concept of Community Safety is also key. 

The City Council’s expedited process was for “extraordinary circumstances.” 

The counterpoint to the concern the process is too rushed is the opposite, that speed is 
vitally important when the spotlight is on Minneapolis for awful racial disparities and 
other such issues.  We really do have time:  it is four months to November. 

Despite lots of questions, people should vote “yes.” 

Apparently, we are finally ready to act/ready for historic change.  “Defend black 
life!” 

The people of Minneapolis should have the ability to influence how we are policed. 

The amendment will allow the one year process to take place. 

We cannot wait a year.  A delay will lead to collective uncertainty and unrest. 

Getting the amendment on the November ballot is urgent because the turnout for the 
2020 election will be high.  It is a golden opportunity because the community is 
engaged.   

If we cannot vote in November, it will be a “discouraging signal” that “once again, 
Minneapolis is unwilling to grapple with a tough problem.” 

“All eyes are on us.” 

We have a right to have a say.  We deserve the opportunity to vote.  “I am ready to 
vote.”  Just “do your job” and let us vote. 

Because this issue is so complex and people’s views differ, putting it on the ballot is a 
good test; it is the only way to assess the peoples’ will.  Otherwise, the loudest voices 
may overrule the majority. 

This is the most public engagement ever for a charter change.  If there is doubt about 
how much support for it there is, the vote will tell us.    

You are unelected and unaccountable. 
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8. The Need for Charter change to facilitate reform 
 

We can’t have community engagement without Charter change. 

We can’t enact the vision/”reimagine” without Charter change. 

The city cannot plan unless we can vote. 

Dissatisfaction with the MPD is loud and clear. 
 
We took to the streets to demand change.  We are tired of fear and targeting. 
 
The City needs to make good on its promises in the wake of George Floyd’s murder. 
 
The MPD is unreformable.  Past reform efforts have not worked. 
 
Incremental reform has not worked. 
 
Reforms were promised fifteen years ago after Dominic Felder’s death, and nothing 
has happened. 
 
Disband the MPD. 
 
Stop Bob Kroll, settlements and systemic racism. 
 
One bad apple spoils the whole bunch. 

The amendment offers flexibility. 

The amendment is only the first step. 

The amendment is “weak soup” but is essential.  Reforms in the past year have 
changed nothing.   
 
Don’t let perfect be the enemy of good. 
 
Changing the Charter would not necessarily require dismantling the police 
department or demoting the Police Chief.  It would simply provide needed flexibility 
to reform the department. 
 
Maybe this amendment will make Minneapolis “the haven of diversity it aspires to 
be.”   
 
Let us vote to decide what kind of system will keep us safe and let us heal. 
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This is the first step in the process.  We need to redirect resources to public housing, 
social services, etc.  The city needs to understand the root causes of crime. 
 
A delay in placing the question on the ballot would constitute a pocket veto by an 
unelected body, not consistent with the Charter Commission’s values of good 
governance. 
 
Respect the City Council’s “unanimous” vote. 
 
“For too long, the city Charter has prohibited public oversight over the MPD and 
blocked commonsense solutions for community safety.” 
 
This may be the tipping point toward palpable change.  Look at the big picture. 
 

9. Suggested Substitute Amendments 
 
You should endorse the 2018 proposal. 
 
You should work with MPD150 or other such groups to draft better language. 
 
Abolish the police. 
 

10. Other Suggestions 
 
American Indian Movement could be in charge of security for the city. 
 
We need stronger language. 
There should be community-appointed boards in each ward to oversee police 
discipline, residency requirement. 
 
The experience requirement for the new director should be better defined, including a 
mission and goals. 
 
The Charter Commission should be an elected body. 
 
Let police officers continue to pursue part time work,  but their performance in that 
work should be part of their evaluations.  Misconduct off duty is relevant to the 
assessment of  work performance. 
 
The Charter Commission is responsible for educating the public about what it means, 
that it does not mean defund the police.  
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COMMENTS IN OPPOSITION TO PLACING AMENDMENT ON NOVEMBER 
BALLOT 

NOTE:  Comments in opposition to Amendment are universally in favor of reform and 
see it as urgent, but, at the same time, are not in favor of the proposed Amendment. 

Four major themes are: (1) the lack of detail or plan and consequently the concern about 
an uninformed vote or being left in a vacuum; (2) the better alternative is to have the year-long 
process before a vote; (3) the fear of the consequences of a lack of police protection; and (4) the 
lack of opportunity for community input to date.  People also expressed support for Chief 
Arradondo and for giving him a chance to lead a reform process and expressed skepticism about 
the shifting of power to the City Council. 

1.  Shifting of supervisory power to the City Council 
 
“Fourteen bosses are too many” and diminishes and muddles, not increases 
accountability and transparency.   
 
It is irresponsible to  have the police force effectively reporting to thirteen or fourteen 
people – who are, historically, in perpetual disagreement with each other.  This would 
risk politicization of the department, and in any event would simple be bad 
management; no one would be in charge of public safety. 
 
Allowing a thirteen-member body to oversee MPD is a mistake.  Particularly with the 
group currently in office.  This is not what the majority wants. 

Diffused oversight can be no oversight. 

Accountability is assumed and cannot be trusted; there is precedent to demonstrate 
why. 

I can only vote out of office one of the fourteen and only once every four years. 

This is a blank check to the City Council. 

City leaders should be working together. 

“Such an amendment will not make city leaders better leaders….” 

Violates separation of powers which is one of the foundations of our democracy. 

The City Council has done little to address structural racism in the past; why should 
we believe it will do so now? 

The City Council has deprived city residents of input. 

Do not weaken the Mayor.  (Note:  this was a focus of no more than a small handful 
of  comments.) 
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Give the Mayor more power, not less. 

The Charter is not a barrier, but, rather, it is a guarantee against arbitrary City Council 
actions. 

Minneapolis knows what we do not want, but not what we do want.  The amendment 
does not accomplish what we do not want.  Please separate the two components. 

The non-responses to the Charter Commission during the July 8 meeting show that 
the City Council needs a “thoughtful rebuke.” 

2. Creation of New Department 
 
Not well thought out; the details are unclear, vague or nonexistent, and there is no 
plan we can review before voting, no goals or data analysis.  When asked repeatedly, 
“Where is this process going?”, the amendment sponsors replied, “We will find the 
answer later.”    
 
I understand that details do not go into the Charter, “but color needs to be given to the 
rationale.” 
 
“It fails the basic measures of good government:  it lacks both specifics and 
accountability.”  According to the Question and Answer section on the City’s 
website, the City Council conducted no legal, no fiscal impact nor a racial equity 
analysis. 
 
I am against being forced to make an uninformed vote. 
 
There is no budget attached so that we might know the cost. 
 
We should not vote until we know what the replacement law enforcement agency will 
look like. 
 
Our chance to have a say in the decision should come through our input. 
 
We don’t need to pay for or support an experiment. 
 
This whole process is too rushed, the changes too broad and sweeping without 
adequate study, first.  
 
We should not be held hostage to an unclear vision.  We should not be asked to vote 
on a possible strategy. 
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It makes more sense to have the “year-long” process, first, and then something to vote 
for.  

 
The City could be making incremental changes while larger structural change is still 
in the planning stages. 

The facts are that we need the Mayor to stay in command and control of the current 
MPD in order to examine the impact of labor agreements, state law and 
administrative law on the function of MPD and the retention and departure of more 
than 100 officers according to media reports.  Let the public know what is going on 
and base decisions on evidence, not election cycles. 

There are far too many factors that contribute to racism in this city.  Drug addiction, 
for instance, is a big problem, and there is no plan to eliminate it.   

It does not address the root causes of racism. 

The job description for the new Director of the Department contains too much detail 
for a charter provision.  It should not be so inflexible; things could change. 
When one reads the proposed amendment, there is nothing in it to support change.  
This is just a name change. 
 

3. Position of Chief of Police 

We support our current Chief and want to give him an opportunity to lead reform. 

If there is an appointment for a new position, it will not be a public process as it has 
been under the current Charter and therefore less accountability. 

All officers should have to reapply for their positions. 

The Charter Commission should take the full time for review so that the Police Chief 
can develop a comprehensive plan, as urged by Nekima Levy Armstrong, Al Flowers, 
Lisa Clemons. 

This shift would weaken the Mayor and Police Chief at the very time they are trying 
to implement essential reforms. 

Rondo is an amazing leader.  I recognize he won’t always be there, but it is reckless 
to take his power away now.  Throwing him under the bus is typical of progressives 
stepping over a person of color. 

4. Hiring of or number of licensed law enforcement officers at the whim of the City 
Council 

Impact of labor laws not considered. 
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Defunding does not necessarily mean reform. 

There is no commitment to any law enforcement.  The language leaves room for zero 
licensed officers. 

There is no plan to replace the current police department. 

The Charter provision referring to lawful power of police officers is deleted, and there 
is nothing in the new text defining what “lawful power” the new “licensed peace 
officers” may exercise. 

The word “may” leads to lack of stability. 

:A disproportionately white population of folks who do not live in North Minneapolis 
(and never would) and non-Northsiders are behind dismantling the police.” 

CAHOOTS is a great model, but 80 percent of the department is still police officers.  
Partnership with police officers is essential to the model.   

5. Fears for Safety 
 

The first duty of any government is to protect its citizens.  The mere mention of 
defunding has initiated a free-for-all or crime. 
 
This Amendment is dangerous.  It will backfire in countless ways.   
 
It is not only clear if a non-police officer response is enough.  For example, domestic 
violence calls and mental health crises are often not controlled and safe. 
 
Yes, we have been subject to the abuses of police, but we need their protection, too.  
 

The police department is part of a vital network of first responders.  Think of the 35W 
bridge collapse. 

I do not see how the new structure will help. 
 
Defund but do not abolish. 
 
Crime is on the rise; the solution is new forms of policing, not defunding. 

 
The Amendment will cause businesses and residents to move out of the City.  
Convention business will be lost. 

Crime will be on the increase, as it has in recent weeks. 

The Charter change will empower/embolden criminals. 
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Police need more funding, not less, because we do not have enough police officers.  
(Some commented on calls to  911 going unanswered, particularly in North 
Minneapolis.) 

We are living in fear. 

“We are not an experiment.” 

“We’re not guinea pigs in a social experiment.” 

“Where is the evidence that this decision is likely to lead to less violent crime?” 

Though change is long overdue, experimenting with public safety is dangerous, and 
the most vulnerable will bear the brunt.   

6.  “Good cops/bad cops” 
 
They just need better training and discipline. 

We should support our good police officers.  They are doing the best they can, but 
being short staffed leads to long delays in response to calls and other such problems.  
The majority are good and are being disrespected. 

We need police, but we need better police. 

A few bad police officers do not mean the whole department is bad. 

We should not fix the problem by creating another one. 

We just need to take power from the Police Federation/arbitrators. 

Just limit the power of the police union and eliminate qualified immunity.  In other 
words, we need a better police force, but not a vacuum.    

7. The Process  
 

We need to come together as a community, not become more divided. 

The Amendment causes the City to remain splintered instead of bringing us together 
to effect deep and sustainable change. 

The City Council’s drafting process was shrouded in secrecy and bypassed 
community input.  Not enough information has been shared with the public. 

Understand the impulse, but the City Council has an obligation not to just “do 
something.” 

Don’t reward the lack of due diligence. 
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A short time line is a “bad way to make good public policy,” especially when public 
engagement is more difficult during summer months, generally, and now during the 
COVID crisis. 

Remember the law of unintended consequences. 

The City Council short circuited its usual and appropriate processes to expedite the 
amendment, thus short circuiting opportunity to the public for input before the 
amendment was essentially carved in stone. 

There was a failure to seek community input, particularly from the black community.  
It is just a change of name; it retains the police federation. 

The City Council has used words like “defund,” “abolish,” and “dismantle” and then 
backs off and says they do not really mean that, leaving unclear what they do mean. 

This is all rhetoric without substance; it is confusing. 

Saying “trust us, we’ll figure it out later” is unacceptable. 

The Amendment is poorly written. 

People can’t figure this out.  Slow down. 

The Amendment is premature. 

There have been too many rash decisions lately. 

Rushing the process means that long term consequences cannot be thought through.  
Drastic change not thought through first can have unintended consequences. 

The process is opportunistic, a “cheap reelection gimmick,” a “kneejerk reaction.” 

There is a moral obligation to stop this amendment dead in its tracks before more 
people are hurt and changes get baked into a long term horror. 

The City Council has not earned our trust.  For example:  the 2020 Plan. 

There is no guarantee the City Council and Mayor will not just return to business as 
usual; this is just a name change and creates a more convoluted structure. 

Needed are goals and methods for measuring success, as part of a longer process.  
Need evaluation before moving to ballot. 

We need more thoughtful design to close the biggest inequality gap in the U.S.  The 
proposal is encouraging exit of employers, which will increase the inequality gap. 

The City Council should listen to the community for a year, first, before acting.  

The City Council should also listen to experts during that year. 
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“Please don’t continue a legacy of making decisions for black and brown people 
without seeking their input.” 

The City Council shut down community input when it should be welcoming it.   

We need real community control.  Do it right. 

The amendment politicizes the police department, impossibly. 

It would be better for this amendment to be on the 2021 ballot when voters are 
focused on the municipal election. 

A vote this year is not prudent.  During a pandemic, street violence and damage, plus 
the lack of clarity about a replacement plan all mean it is not the time  to make an 
extremely consequential decision.  The 2021 ballot is a better option. 

The whole point of charter change is not to do so without strong support.  In this case, 
the Mayor, City Council and the City are split, so the strong support is missing. 

8. No Need for Charter change to facilitate reform 

Reform can occur without changing the Charter.  

There is no justification for any action as significant as this; no need to amend the 
Charter.  This proposal has distracted us for the proper questions.  We are not having 
the right discussion.  We should take our time and do it right. 

The amendment has no actual reforms. 

The City can just add the new department and funding for the public health related 
reforms without touching the Charter. 

Having appropriate first responders for mental health crises, for example, is a good 
idea, but it doesn’t require Charter change.  It would be better to explore the synergies 
with Hennepin County. 

Implement the reforms already proposed by Attorney General Ellison’s task force or 
other groups. 

The City Council could have made change, already, within the current system, and 
without compromising public safety. 

The City Council has had many opportunities to fix the MPD. 

Don’t burn bridges if you can’t swim! 

9. Suggested Substitute Amendments 
 

Add a charter provision that prohibits guns . 
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Defund the mayor and city council and replace with a city manager.  

10.  Other Suggestions 

Form a task force representing the Mayor, City Council and community.  Have weekly 
press conferences to discuss steps taken that week. 

There should be community control of the police department and involvement of 
community groups such as CAIR and CUAPB. 

CUAPB and Justice for Jamar have done the hard work. 

Outsource police function to the county or a different police department.  For instance, 
St. Paul Police Department would have to hire more officers but could hire just the good 
ones.  No more outrageous settlements. 

We should expand our partnership with Hennepin County and community based human 
services professionals to address the needs of citizens experiencing mental illness, 
homelessness and chemical dependency. 

The amendment doesn’t correlate with what we want:  abolition. 

Review and change the union contract to provide more authority to discipline and fire. 

The money that will be spent on this campaign would be better spent on flipping the 
Senate and the White House. 
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MEMORANDUM  

TO: 	MINNEAPOLIS CHARTER COMMISSION 

FROM: 	ANDREA RUBENSTEIN 

Chair, Public Safety Work Group 

DATE: 	July 29, 2020 

SUBJECT: 	Recommendation regarding proposed Charter Commission amendment 

As you all are well aware, Commissioner Alvaro Giraud-Isaacson proposed an alternative public safety 

amendment to the Minneapolis Charter which could be placed on the November 2020 ballot if approved by 

the Charter Commission in accord with Minnesota Statutes, Section 410.2, subd. 1. This memorandum is 

intended to describe the amendment, how it came about, the legal issue raised, and the basis for the Work 

Group's recommendation. 

The Proposed Amendment 

The proposed amendment is to delete Article 7, Section 7.3(c) (Administration/Police) of the Charter. 

That section states: 

The City Council must fund a police force of at least 0.0017 employees per 
resident, and provide for those employees' compensation, for which purpose it 
may tax the taxable property in the City up to 0.3 percent of its value annually. 
This tax is in addition to any other tax, and not subject to the maximum set under 
section 9.3(a)(4). 

In the discussion, we noted this provision refers to employees, not just licensed police officers, that it is a 

mandate to the City Council by virtue of the word, "must," and that by deleting this section we would also 

be deleting the tax provision directly tied to it. 

Underlying Circumstances 

George Floyd's murder on May 25 gave rise to an intensity of response both local and far-reaching: 

grief, demonstrations, cries for abolition of the police department, cries for reform of the police culture, 

violence, and, yet also cries for better protection by police. On July 1, 2020, the City Council delivered to the 

Charter Commission a proposed amendment to the Charter that had a number of components, including 

the deletion of Section 7.3(c). The Charter Commission's consideration of the City Council amendment is 

pending. 

The City Council amendment has effectively divided the City, according to the thousands of 

comments the Charter Commission has received. On one side of the issue, proponents are adamantly in 

favor of it, having accepted the sponsors' claims that moving power from the Mayor to the City Council will 

increase "accountability;" that creating a new department that may — or may not — allow a police 

department to remain will bring about the needed systemic change; and that "democracy" demands an 
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opportunity for voters to vote on the amendment in the November election. On the other side, people are 

disturbed the City Council has bypassed community input, as well as the input of the Police Chief and other 

stakeholders, that it has no plan (and details, if any, have been vague and inconsistent), and that removing 

the police is dangerous and irresponsible, particularly targeting those communities that have already 

suffered from violence and abandonment. 

In the process of gathering and reading research and reference materials, reading thousands of 

emails from the public, and attempting to consider potential unintended consequences, including the 

legality of the City Council proposal, and the possibility of substitute amendments that might address the 

issues raised, a Special Meeting of the Charter Commission was called on July 20, 2020. At that meeting, 

Commissioner Giraud-Isaacson introduced the amendment now being considered. He noted that it would 

present a clear and simple ballot question, that the provision to be deleted did not belong in a Charter in the 

first place and had a dubious history, and that it would open the door, as everyone wishes, for the Mayor 

and City Council to work together to "reimagine" our system of public safety. 

The Charter Commission accepted this amendment for further review, scheduled an additional public 

hearing to invite public input regarding the amendment, and further scheduled today's meeting to vote on 

whether to place the amendment on the November ballot. 

The remaining time-line for this amendment, as it was prepared by Casey Carl, City Clerk, is as follows: 

• July 31: regular meeting of the City Council, the date to receive the proposed ballot question if 

approved today. Following its usual process, the City Council should refer the amendment to 

the Policy and Government Oversight Committee, for the language of the ballot question to be 

recommended. 

• August 6: regular meeting of the Policy and Government Oversight Committee; language for 

the ballot to be finalized. 

• August 14: regular meeting of City Council, at which time action on recommended ballot 
language should take place. A resolution would then be transmitted to the Mayor, who has 

five days, not including Sundays, to approve or veto. 

This schedule would permit timely compliance with the August 21 deadline for printing the ballots. 

Work Group Discussion  

The Work Group meeting yesterday, July 28, was devoted primarily to the proposed Charter 

Commission amendment. 

We first considered a legal issue, with the assistance of Carol Bachun of the City Attorney's office. 

Commissioners had expressed concern about the possibility of inconsistent ballot questions, if both this one 

and the City Council's amendment appeared on the ballot. While Ms. Bachun noted that she could not 

predict what a court might decide, rules of statutory construction suggest that the two ballot questions are 

not inconsistent; essentially the Charter Commission amendment is the same as one component of the City 

Council amendment and does not conflict. 

Commissioners then weighed in on the substance of the amendment. There was universal 

appreciation for Commissioner Giraud-Isaacson's effort in proposing a sensible and thoughtful compromise 

that could lead to more thoughtful reform and for initiating a truly substantive discussion. 

Those Commissioners opposing this ballot question, however, had some similar concerns that have 

been expressed regarding the City Council amendment, albeit it has not yet come to a vote by the Charter 

Commission. Any ballot question, they suggested, still would give rise to a process that the City Council has 

rushed, short-circuiting public engagement and even a modicum of Prior research and expert consultation. 
Since we have needed also to rush the process to meet the printing deadline, we are attempting to do that 

very thing for which we have criticized the City Council. What is also missing is a compelling reason to 



change the Charter. We have a responsibility to ensure that there is an actual, evidence based and soundly 

structured plan for reform before considering any amendments. We also have a responsibility to provide 

additional time for public input and for pending studies initiated by the City to be completed. Finally, it 

makes more sense to place the question on the 2021 ballot rather than the 2020 ballot, when the avowed 

one-year process of public engagement and development of the "details" will have taken place. Then the 

voters should have better information on what they are being asked to vote for. 

The Commissioners supporting placing the question on the ballot commend it for its simplicity and 

clarity and, while understanding the concern about the rushed process, pointed out that people of color 

hear a great deal about taking time before acting (for instance, "all deliberate speed" historically became 

more of a curse than a cure) and that, meanwhile, they are the ones who pay for delays. Moreover, the 

Charter provision marked for deletion is one that should never have been in the Charter in the first place. 

This amendment will eliminate the only Charter provision that – arguably – is a barrier, as the City Council 

has claimed, to their moving ahead on reform. The City Council, in fact, already has the authority under the 

Charter to create a new department. In addition, the amendment is responsive to the opposing public 

comments, in that it honors the current momentum, allows the voters to vote on a first step toward reform, 

and yet also allows time for a more deliberative process of reform. 

In response to a request initiated by Commissioner Perry, Mayor Frey and Chief Arradondo sent to 

the Work Group their positions on the proposed Charter Amendment. Here is what they wrote: 

Mayor Frey— 

I'm writing to provide you my brief thoughts on the Charter Commission's proposed 
charter amendment that would eliminate the minimum number of officers under the 
charter. 
Unlike the Council's proposed amendment, the charter commission's proposal is far 
more straight forward and clear. It properly places debates over FTEs in the budget 
process, which is where these discussions should take place anyway. 
Unlike the Council proposal, the charter commission proposal does not alter the 
charter to have the head of public safety/chief report to 14 individuals. I do not 
support such a change, as it would reduce accountability and inhibit clarity of 
direction. 
I understand that the two proposed amendments are not mutually exclusive, but the 
differences help to highlight my reasoning. 
Thank you, 
Jacob 

Chief Arradondo- 
As Chief of the Minneapolis Police Department I've reviewed the proposed charter 
amendment submitted by the Minneapolis City Council as well as the proposed 
charter amendment brought forth by Commissioner Giraud-Isaacson. While not 
officially endorsing either charter amendment proposal I do however strongly believe 
Commissioner Giraud-Isaacson's proposal that removes language specific to 
minimum police staffing levels is grounded in sound judgment, reason and 
foresight. Based on my assessment if I were placed in a position of having to choose 
between the two proposals I would choose Commissioner Giraud-Isaacson's 
amendment proposal. 
My best 
Rondo 



Recommendation  

A motion before the Work Group followed: 

PERRY:  Motion to recommend that the work group express its sincere thanks to Commissioner 

Giraud-Isaacson for his proposal and forward a recommendation to the full Charter Commission that 

the Giraud-Isaacson proposal not be further considered as a possible amendment to refer to voters as 

a ballot question in 2020. 

MOTION CARRIED ON ROLL CALL (4-2): 

AYE: Clegg, Kozak, Perry, Schwa rzkopf (4) 

NO: Giraud-Isaacson, Rubenstein (2) 
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Minneapolis Charter Commission 

Public Safety Work Group 
Work Plan 

August 18 – November 27, 2020 
 
Each Work Group meeting agenda will be formatted in two major sections— 
1. Updates on research and data/information gathering, and any follow-up actions or direction 
2. Presentations and interviews (as outlined below)  

——— 
August 25, 2020 
Topic: Interrelation and coordination of public safety among City Departments 
Guests: 
Mark Ruff, City Coordinator 
Gretchen Musicant, Health Commissioner 
Sasha Cotton, Director, Office of Violence Prevention (Health Department) 
Imani Jaafar, Director, Office of Police Conduct Review 
Deputy Chief Erick Fors, MPD Liaison 
 
September 1, 2020 
Topic: Interaction of MPD with other local, county, and state public safety agencies 
Guests:  Deputy Chief Erick Fors, MPD Liaison 
Other topics: 

 Analysis of the current population-to-MPD officer ratio (and how that fits within the charter 
requirement), and how this staffing level (actual and charter required) align with national 
standards or best practices (recommendations) for staffing police departments.  Recent reform 
initiatives. 

 
September 8, 2020 
Topic: Legal analysis of proposed amendment, including consistency with other charter provisions and with 
state law  
Guests: 
Jim Rowader, City Attorney (and Asst. City Attorneys Burt Osborn and Caroline Bachun) 
Other topics: Barriers to reform via charter; suggestions for reform; state legislative priorities related to public 
safety and violence prevention 

 Legal review/analysis of proposed charter amendment to determine consistency of proposal with 
other charter provisions and to determine if the proposal is consistent with (or in conflict with) 
state law [Asst. Attorney Caroline Bachun is drafting this analysis]. 

 Legal review/analysis of the duties which, pursuant to state law, require a licensed peace officer 
[Asst. Attorney Burt Osborn is preparing this analysis]. 

 Review of CAO Opinion [from 2018 proposed MPD amendment] defining City Council authority 
over MPD in comparison to other City departments 

 
September 15, 2020 
Topic: Budget impact and MPD essential staffing needs 
Guests: 
CM Linea Palmisano (Budget Committee Chair) 
Key City Finance Leaders— 

 Dushani Dye, Chief Finance Officer 
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 Lori Johnson, Deputy Chief Finance Officer 
 Micah Intermill, Budget Director 
 MPD Finance Director Robin McPherson 
Specific issues to address— 
 Budgetary or fiscal impact analyses examining the proposal to create the new Community Safety 

& Violence Prevention Department (if any).  
 
September 22, 2020 
Topic: Discussion of proposed amendment; possibilities for substitute or alternate provisions; consideration of 
what could be a desired outcome  
Guests: 
Amendment Co-Authors: Council Members Ellison, Cano, Cunningham, Gordon, Fletcher, Bender 
Related topics: Analysis of which elements are necessary and why; possibility of larger departmental 
restructuring, such as placing all public safety under one roof; status of community engagement. Does the 
proposed amendment succeed only as a unified “package,” or could one or more of the individual components 
be pursued separately? Those core elements identified by Comm. Abbott are: 
(1) Ability to remove barriers currently in the City Charter related to public safety, including the required 

minimum staffing levels and funding authorization [Section 7.3(c)]; 
(2) Transferring direct responsibility and oversight of the police department from the Mayor to the Council 

[Section 7.3(a)]; and 
(3) Establishing a new department (Community Safety & Violence Prevention) and regulations for that new 

department in the City Charter. 
 
September 29, 2020 
Topic: Reforms now pending or in place; details about the outcome/effects of the 2019 co-responder program 
Guests: 
Mayor Frey 
Chief Arradondo 
Deputy Chief Erick Fors 
Related topic: Future reform proposals, potential for state law changes to advance reform ideas (e.g., 
arbitration, residency requirement, etc.). 
 
October 13, 2020 
Topic:  The Minnesota Department of Human Rights investigation of charge against the City of Minneapolis:  
overview and timeline 
Guest: 
Rebecca Lucero, Commissioner of the MN Department of Human Rights 
 
October 27, 2020 
Topic: Racial equity initiatives related to MPD 
Guests: 
Joy Marsh Stephens and Nicholas Campbell, Race & Equity Division (City Coordinator’s Department) 
Related topics: Suggestions for potential amendments to support reforms driving equity/race equity; 
discussion of whether there is a charter change that can facilitate cultural reform 
 
November 2, 2020 
Topic: Final action on Work Group report with recommendations, submit to full Charter Commission 
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Standards for Considering Proposals to Amend the City Charter 

During consideration of any Charter amendment proposed by the City Council or by the Charter 
Commission itself, the Charter Commission should consider the following standards. Other factors may be 
taken into consideration as well based on the substance of a specific proposed amendment 

• First, is the amendment germane to the charter? 

• Second, is the amendment well considered? 

• Third, is the amendment clear and specific? 

• Fourth, does the proposed amendment interfere with or take away any rights of the voters? 

• Fifth, is the proposed amendment consistent with state law? 

• Finally, is the proposed amendment necessary to accomplish its intended objective? 

Notes and Comments: 

1. The role of the Charter Commission is laid out in Article XII of the Minnesota Constitution and 
defined by Minnesota Statutes, Chapter 410. 

Article XII, Section 5, of the Minnesota Constitution provides: 

The legislature shall provide by law for charter commissions. Notwithstanding any other 
constitutional limitations the legislature may require that commission members be freeholders, 
provide for their appointment by judges of the district court, and permit any member to hold any 
other elective or appointive office other than judicial. Home rule charter amendments may be 
proposed by a charter commission or by a petition of five percent of the voters of the local 
government unit as determined by law and shall not become effective until approved by the 
voters by the majority required by law. Amendments may be proposed and adopted in any other 
manner provided by law. A local government unit may repeal its home rule charter and adopt a 
statutory form of government or a new charter upon the same majority vote as is required by law 
for the adoption of a charter in the first instance. 

Minnesota Statute Section 410.12, subd. 5, provides in relevant part: 

The council of any city having a home rule charter may propose charter amendments to the voters 
by ordinance. Any ordinance proposing such an amendment shall be submitted to the charter 
commission. Within 60 days thereafter, the charter commission shall review the proposed 
amendment but before the expiration of such period the commission may extend the time for 
review for an additional 90 days by filing with the city clerk its resolution determining that an 
additional time for review is needed. After reviewing the proposed amendment, the charter 
commission shall approve or reject the proposed amendment or suggest a substitute 
amendment. ...Nothing in this subdivision precludes the charter commission from proposing 

charter amendments in the manner provided by subdivision 1. 
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2. Note that these standards are, for the most part, not relevant to proposed amendments 

submitted by petition. For amendments submitted by petition, the duties of the Charter 

Commission are limited to (i) receiving and transmitting the proposed amendment in 

accordance with the Statute, and (ii) review of any amendment summary submitted by the 

petitioner in accordance with Minnesota Statute § 410.12, Subd. 1. 

3. Charter Commissioners are appointed by judges, not elected, as mandated by the state 

constitution. Charter commissioners are appointed by judges to preserve their independence; 

their job is to forward amendments that are appropriate, reject those that are not and, in the 

case of amendments proposed by the Council, request more time when more time is needed to 

make that determination. 

4. The real question is: What constitutes an appropriate amendment? The statute provides only 

that, "the charter commission shall review the proposed amendment". There is otherwise 

neither statutory nor case law guidance on the scope of review. The plain language of the 

statute, however, makes it clear that review can and should be substantive, both because the 

Charter Commission may request a ninety-day extension for review and because, in contrast, 

proposals for amendments by petition are subject to only very limited and specific review. 

5. The standards as articulated are consistent with those recommended for drafting state law. 

(See, Minnesota Revisor's Manual, 2013 Edition, Published by The Office of the Revisor of 

Statutes, St. Paul, MN.) Section 2.1 of the manual enumerates "General Drafting Principles," 

including "Understand the Problem," "Identify Possible Constitutional Issues," and "Preserve the 

Legal Fabric," among other recommendations. 

6. Consideration of the first standard, whether the proposed amendment is germane to the 

Charter, might include whether it is overall appropriate to the Charter as a whole, whether it is a 

proper subject for the Charter, and does it have the durability to stand the test of time and avoid 

clutter of current policy disputes. Sometimes amendments are proposed that really are an 

ordinance in disguise. 

7. Consideration of the second standard, whether the proposed amendment is well considered — 

"fully baked" -- might include whether the requested change was explored thoughtfully, based 
on evidence, done transparently, and proposed after significant community engagement, as 
appropriate under the circumstances, by the proponent(s). In addition, the Commission should 

consider whether it represents good public policy and whether it might unduly limit necessary 

action in the future. 

8. The third standard inquires whether the amendment is clear and specific. Among the 

considerations are whether the text is plain and straightforward and whether it avoids 

containing too much detail. Voters should have the benefit of an actual plan and not the 

promise of one. 

9. The fourth standard ensures that the proposed amendment will not interfere with or take away 

the rights of the voters. This standard may be read together with the third standard, that the 

proposed amendment should be sufficiently clear to ensure that the voters are informed as to 
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the consequences of their votes. In addition, in some cases, the timing might be important and 
whether the delay of an amendment will cause any harm. 

10. The fifth standard requires that the proposed amendment must be consistent with state law. 
The Charter Commission has neither the authority nor the discretion to approve an amendment 
that does or might violate state law or the state Constitution, nor is it the proper role of the 
Commission, itself, to seek change in state law. 

11. Finally, is the proposed amendment necessary to accomplish its intended objective? The goal of 
the amendment, which should solve the problem being addressed, should be defined and the 
determination made that the amendment language is designed to accomplish such goal. 

12. Additions to these proposed general standards could also be applicable on a case by case basis. 
It may be that a proposed amendment may raise additional issues unique to it. In such cases, 
the Charter Commission is not precluded from other considerations germane to its review or to 

waive a standard for good cause. 

GP:4849-5763-4251 vi 
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STATE OF MINNESOTA 

COUNTY OF HENNEPIN 

State of Minnesota by Rebecca Lucero, 
Commissioner of the Minnesota Department of 
Human Rights, 

Petitioner, 

vs. 

City of Minneapolis Police Department, 
City of Minneapolis, 

.DISTRICT cotar. 
FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

Case Type: Discrimination 
Court File No, 27-CV-20-8182  

STIPULATION AND ORDER 

Respondent. 

Petitioner..State,  of Minnesota . 	 Lucero, Commissioner of the . Minnesota 

Department of Human 'Ka-Ws : .  (Tommission.er) filed a. charge of :discrimination against: 

Respondent City of Minneapolis Police Department, . City of Minneapolis 'alleging .discrimination 

in public services based on race. The .commissioner brought a petition . forstipulated injunctive 

relief to .obtain prelirninary i.injunctive ..relief pursuant to Minn. Stat: 6(0).(2018) 

to 'stop ltrimediate.and..iireparable harm to the ..public„ and in particular people of 'color:, who are at 

risic Of further hartn:clue. to the discriminatory practices :alleged in the charge . of discrimination, ;And 

to.ensure:the Commissioner's Charge can be investigated in an expeditious and efficient Matter,. 

while the Commissionees charge is ...pendin.g. The Cominissioner 'arid. .Respondent City of 

Minneapolis (Collectively "the Parties") stipulate to the following and request .that. the 'Court 

approve this stipulation and order granting the proposed preliminary injunctive relief.  
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BACKGROUN D 

The Commissioner filed a charge of discrimination against the City of Minneapolis Police 

Department, City of Minneapolis on June 2, 2020 alleging a violation of the Minnesota Human 

Rights Act, Minn. Stat, ch. 363A (2018) ("MI-1RA"); the Minnesota Department of Human Rights 

("mrniv) file number for the charge is 71537. 

The Commissioner's charge alleged the City of Minneapolis Police Department 

discriminated in the area of public services based on race in violation of Minn. -Stat. § 363A.12 

(2018); in particular, the charge alleged the killing of George Floyd, an unarmed black man, while 

In custody of City of Minneapolis police officers was race-based discrimination and the 

Commissioner had reason to believe that the City of Minneapolis Police Department has engaged 

in a pattern and practice of race-based policing in violation of the MIIRA. 

The Commissioner has reason to believe that the City of Minneapolis has engaged in unfair 

discriminatory practices. 

The Commissioner brought a petition to obtain preliminary injunctive relief pursuant to 

Minn. Stat. § 363A.28, subd. 6(e), while the Commissioner's investigation of the charge of 

discrimination  is Ongoing. 

The Parties agree that a preliminary injunction is necessary to immediately protect the 

public and facilitate MDI1R's investigation. 

The Commissioner and the City of Minneapolis have reached an agreement on the terms 

of a preliminary injunction and request that this Court promptly enter this Stipulation and Order; 

The Parties agree to entry by the Court or findings that: (i) the requirements of the MHRA 

will be carried out by the implementation of this Stipulation and Order; (ii) the Commissioner's 

investigation of the charge of discrimination will be enhanced and assisted by the process 
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established for resolving any possible data practices and discovery disputes that may arise during 

the course of the Commissioner's investigation using the process set fbrth in this Stipulation and 

Order and by the protection of those who are involved in the Commissioner's investigation; (iii) 

the terms of the Stipulation and Order are reasonable and related to the Commissioner's charge of 

discrimination; (iv) the terms of this Order constitute a fair and equitable resolution of the 

Commissioner's application for temporary relief pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 363A.28, subd, 6(e); 

and the Parties agree that many previous efforts to address long-standing problems in policing 

have:not-achieved:the hoped:forreform: , 

Upon consent of the Commissioner and the City of Minneapolis, in consideration of the 

mutual promises and recitals contained in this Stipulation and Order, including the relinquishment 

of certain legal rights, the Parties agree the Court may enter an Order as follows: 

IL 
JURISDICTION 

This Court has jurisdiction over the subject matter of this action pursuant to Minn. Stat. 

§ 363A28, subd. 6(e) and has jurisdiction over the Parties. The Court shall retain jurisdiction of 

this action for the .duration of:the:terms. of this Stipulation and Order for purposes of entering all 

orders, judgments, and decrees that may be .neceSsary to jib:001aq the :relief and enforcing 

compliance .w it h.. the terms provided .:herein: 

IIL 
PARTIES 

This Stipulation and Order applies to and is binding only upon the following Parties: 

A. The State of .Minnesota ,  by Rebecca Liteero, .Commissioner of the Minnesota 

Department of Human Rights; and 

B. The City of Minneapolis. 
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IV. 
SCOPE OF PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

The Parties to this Stipulation and Order acknowledge that this does not resolve or purport 

to resolve the underlying charge of discrimination filed by the Commissioner against the City of 

Minneapolis Police Department, City Minneapolis. 

V. 
VRELIMINARVANJUNCTION 'OBJECTIVES. 

Black, Indigenous, and communities of color have suffered generational pain and trauma 

as a result of systemic and institutional racism and long-standing problems in policing. This 

continuous harm was once again highlighted by the in-custody death of George Floyd. The Parties 

agree that many previous efforts have not resolved the historic problems in policing in this 

community. 

The objectives of the terms of the preliminary injunctive relief identified below, pursuant 

to Minn. R. Civ. P. 65.01 and Minn. Stat. § 363A.28, subd. 6(e), are 

1. to stop immediate and irreparable harm to the public, in particular for people of 

color, who are at risk of further harm due to the discriminatory practices alleged in the charge of 

discrimination, while the Commissioner's charge is pending; and 

2. to ensure the Commissioner's charge can be investigated in an expeditious and 

efficient matter. 

VI. 
INJUNCTIVE RELIEF 

The City of Minneapolis is hereby ORDERED to do the following: 

Immediate Implementation Changes 

1. 	BAN CHOKEHOLDS: Within 1 0 days of the Effective Date, the City will amend 
Police Department Policy and Procedure Manual §§ 5-100 (Code or Conduct), 5-300 (Use of 
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Force), and 5 .-3'11 (Use of Neck Restraints and :Choke Holds) to prohibit the use of all neck 
restraints•:or.choke holds for any reason. • . 

•• 2., • DUTY. TO REPORTt:..Regardiess...of • tenure orrank, any meMber of the City  
Police 'Department • :who :observes another member -of. the .City's Police. .Department. use 1:iny 
unauthorized ue of tbrce„. including. • any choke • hold or „neck restraint ... in violation of this 
Stipulation and Order,. has an '.affirtriative: .  duty-  to immediately :report the incident While. still on • 
Scene by photte.i.or .tadio: to their Commander or their Commanders superiors. 

3. 	DUTY TO 11."4.1.TERV.VNIC,..!... Regard less .  or lei:titre Of rank,...arty 'member ofthe. City' s. 
Police ...Department .who .Observes another member of the 	s :Pollee Department use• any. 
.tinatithoriied. use: Of ' ..fore.6,...itte lading :arty' .•ehoke hold or•neck:::restraint in.. viOlation .:01 this Stipulation' 
arid .0.rder.,..• Must attetnp.t.t6•••Safely,.:itite.r.Vene by :870,ibiti and physical 'means. .. and lithe) dO .• not dO. so 
Shall be •subieet: to diseip .11•ne....tO . the'i•SaMe . ..Severity as if they thernSel CS engaged in the prohibited 

.use .  of force. 

4. ..:c.)119WD• CONTROL • 4 :U1'1I.OIRIZA1'ION:. :During protests ...arid deplonstrations ., 
use of all

•• 	. 	• 	• ••: 	•••• • •• 	. 	•••: .•• 
.crOWd:contrOl:••weapOns intiSt• be .atitliorize.d: only by :the:C:h ief ..41.POliee;'.. or II' the 

uriaVailable.,.thechiers...designee;•. :at the rank .0f. pepirty:.•Chiel or.a.40-.v:e.:..::.:C..towd...eontroF Weapons. • 
i•nclude...bitt.are• not 	to, chemical agents, :rubber .ht.tRots,•iflashbangs,..: ...batons.,Hand marking 
rounds. Ihe Police Department .Shall.contemporaneotiStY„docuinentihe .persori. Wlip: .0:004 zed The 

.1:Ise:of:crowd eontrOl.  :weapons:: aftd...$14iti..:.SUCh..dOcurrientatiOri..fori .a period of not less than .seVeh. 
Accordingly. 'Within ...I .0...'idays. of•the:Effectrve:'T.).ate„ .ithe ..(7,ity.:1 .  arneri&.Poliee : '.'Qe.partment 

Policy and Procedure Manila': 5 7'.:31.3.to....rellect•that•eheMical .::•agerits„ regardless of •canister size, 
may be used during crod control .'sitr,tations if . authorized . only by the ( hief •pf :  Police. or II' 
, Chief' is Unavailable,. the Chief's design.e.e at rank of....Deptity Chief' or :above. Any other 
prmisiorts :,..0the..POlice:t.)epartmerit..Policy and.:..Proceditre.,Marrilal tWtti:identii.:rythe.:authorized use• 
of..O.•ther.:crowd..:COntr.ol ..w...eapons : must •alsoi  be...airiended i•within-.10 .. .days..ofthe r...'„Ifective Date to 
reflect that.use :of such.•:weapons mustbe authorized Ofli by : tho,Chief of 'Police.: : . • • . 

'5. 	TIMELVIDISCIPLINE..D.VCISIONS: For aittecorrimendations.that. are 'pending 
as 

 
of the Effectie Date of this 'Stipulation: and-':Ordet, the Chief' must 'issue a decision on 

. any•••recommendation . fromthe,City's Office of Poll0 . Conduct-Review ..:(0P(.'R) . withirt•45 Calendar 
days of the Date,..: • •• •For.. al l :recommendations of 'Merit provided by the 0.11c R alter the 
'EffectiVe . D.ate :of this StipulatiOn..and'Order,..and .for . the.dUratiOn.'of this.•,St.ipulation.and:Ord.e.r :, the 
Police Chief' must issue writterOtteMOrandutrt:eXplaining', the bask their decision. including the 
relevarAt•faets ; '. i ...poliCies' .supporting the :.deciS ..ion....„ when 

atid..writteninetuoranduin.: ,Mil be:'•iimmediately made • 
available to the public. Via the 	 physic411::41.spp000.n. 
•- Within..90:ealendar •days ...of the F,•ffective• Pate ..of this .Stipulation and Order. he City shall •amend 
any city ordinances to ecitifottti to the :retioirements...ofthis...poagtaph,..:••;:„T .r.h.e:C4 Shall also amend 
any ..city.dirdinance•s••• •to••• ..faShidit.....ap:. appropriate t'ettiedy.::for the. :i•lpototi: filing the complaint if a. 
determination on 	recomniendatiou: of ...merit is not 't-odo: withio the 3.0 ...calendar day. 
tirne.period..• • 
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6. 	BODY WORN CAMERA FOOTAGE REVIEW: Civilian body worn camera 
footage analysts and investigators in the OP( R will have the authority to proactively and 
strategically audit body worn camera (BW() footage and file or amend complaints on behalf of 
the Minneapolis Civil Rights Department. Within 90 calendar days of the Effective Date, the City 
of Minneapolis will submit to the Department of Human Rights a plan for detailing how it intends 
to strategically utilize this audit function to identify discriminatory practices in policing, including 
officer filiSCOndtlet. 

Building Toward Systemic Change 

. . 	,•On oi before July 3 .0„ 20.29, the City Attorney shall liropare.ai itppottfist.ingthp •.State 
of MinneSota..:Lawsithat Jnipede public trans.parency. o1 policc data and/Of Prevent ::the .  Mayor: and 
Chief Of Pollee and/Of impede ciVilian :oversight fibin dikiplining•and teortittating poll.cp:pflicers . 
who do .ha...acikte to Mrnncapohs Pace ..Department .policies and .8tandattk. 

• •  
.•••:: 	purpose .617.firtplettlenting•the...Stiptilation .  and Order,. Whidtici';: .. related.to the; 

on„going.ihvotii.gaion•Of the MiDITIR. :•C•OtruniSSIOnee .S.Charge,.:the:('ity'.Wilt cooperate with Ml )H . 
its inyostigatot.,..any•icopsultativd.•:• ioxpOrtsit•totains, and..itS...itttOrpOys.:apd:4g0Ws : to.:provide• access 
to city.i .stw,...00.01.0yoo•s ; :fa!,:.iww.,.is.,-:.00.0.4*W:$.,. and data•:.:•..Tht. inycstigation)011. coinoly : :witb.statc. • 
laws :regarding ..access .16.data ...incitiding .theMinnesota....0.6VemMent pata•PtaCtit*sAct;....c11,....i.3 .,. and 
'the .MitineSO.ta:Htitnatr .:.gigt4s .  Act..• eh. 3( A. Ii pon the Citys request, : and in order to •expedite• 
N4DIJR's access to relevant evidence. Wipt.:1R .•shall i-.)tovido...th•C ..•City with ..t:tbpoeflas....priof • to. 
requesting docittnotts'.0t..:Plaking••apy•inv•pstigatiyo .  inquiri.og:•.of tegtitests,telat0.4•toitiginvestigation.• 
ofthQ••Comrnsionot,'i••Chargeior Order • • • 

•• .4. .• •-•:•••• .:Pursuant•tO:thiS.StipulatiOnand . .Order; thoi .Qity obit•Otto:..pt&idin.g.' .M.,DlifR With 
access.:.:to documents, data. or . inforMation, :based 	 :•••the . i attorney 
work:  product docttinc.,..the.'city • wilt inform MDI UR within 10 calendar day s:. of the request • that it • • 
is withholding documents or idata i.on'ithis basis and ilI contemporaneously provide:1\41)14R with 
an itemized privilege • 1.6g:i•dOs.dibiiv: the specific dijcittnerit$, : .  data, or information • •••withheld 
consiStent•Aith . Minn.:.k,:.Civ::::R.26:,02(1).:atid.34;03(C)(3)::. • 	• 	'• • • 	• •••• 

1 0, •'• .: •Pnrstiant.to .ThiS Order, the City •obj•ects•lo•proVidipg documents, data, evidence' . 	 . 
or any oilier requested information otT .a. basis...other :than .a.  reCognijiedlegal•Ori*.i.kgo .,•• the City .  $hall• 
pr.oVide:::a . .."detaited•ii.St Of its objeetiuns to sped lie documents or .eviderice:. to .MDKR...:Within 
.calendar.! . days..:..0f . receipt of (he...requ..est. • MI )l 	'and the :City 	 coww:rogarding. • 
.thc..:disputcd:rogncst. :::If ate partics'.arc.npabfc to rp:,.0.1v.e•.the .:•digt).Wv,• ..tht:.•City••,shati •niooihis Court 
fbr a•protecti• order. 	• 	• 	,••,• :•• • • 	• ••• • 	•• 	• 	• •• •• • 	• 	• 	.••• 	•• • 	• • 	• • 	• 	• .• 	• • 	•• 	• 	.• • • • 	•• • 

• ••The • City .  shall prohibit all : .:f.brms.! of retaliation, intimidation, coercion.,..: or adverse 
action: against any person. including any city....cinpIoyec;•Avlibx0poits...nti.Scoridttct. Or:eobperates 
with 1\41): 11R.':s CominiSSiOner7S..charge..iriVestigation. . Any-  violation of •thi.;g .provision shall 'be .  • 
considered.:a•••material breach••of tito Order and may result in fnrthe.r.:enforcement action by IviDHR. 
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• -12. 	All forms of retaliation; intprterence,. intimidation , and coercion against a. City 
employee or any Member of the public : who reports. .misconduct or Cooperates with 
:CotrimissiOner's charge investigation,. are strictly prOhibited. This prohibited .conduct includes 
.anyone emp.loyed by the . :City's.. Police Pepartment, :or a, representative of .such employee, who 
intentionally aids,. abets, incites, compels, or.coerces.a iperson.  to engage in..any of the practices. 
forbidden by this Stipulation.and..Order.• 

Th.e. City shall notify all employees that it is tailawfill to intentionally obstruct or 
prevent any per son. from compl:ying. With the HMI-IRA,. 1\4:M M.'s Commissioner s: Charge 
investigation, or any order issued..thereunder„ or to :resist,. prevent, :impede, or interferc. with the 
CanuniSsiarier or .any of commissioner's employees or representatives in:the . perforthance of 
Their duties. 

	

1.4: 	'The Parties atzree.to detbnd the proyiSions .ol. the Stipulation and Order in the event 
any - provision.olthe Stipulation and .Order is challenged in any .federal, .state ,.or county court and 
any .administratiVe:.chalteriges filed with .federal. orstate.agencies,..titiless contrary to law, 

VII. 
COSTS AND FEES 

Fees and Costs. The Parties agree that, with the exception of any costs attributable to a 

special master if appointed by the court, the Parties are not entitled to and shall not seek from any 

court any other monetary relief or compensation, including damages or other fees, costs, expenses, 

or disbursements inconnection: with the Commissioner's petition brought pursuant to 'Mimi_ Stat.,: 

§ 363A.28, subd. 6(e); and that, except to the extent stated in this agreement, the Parties are 

responsible for their own fees, costs, and expenses. 

E.NFORCEMEN'T AND .RESERVATION OF RI IVIEDJES 

	

A. 	The Parties to this Stipulation and Order may request relief from this Court if issues 

arise concerning the interpretati•Ort of this :Stipulation and Order that cannot : be resolved through 

the process :described in paragraph V1Il.B below. This ..c.:!ourts .specifically retains.. continuing 

jurisdiction over the subject matter 'hereof and the .parties hereto.:for'the purposes of interpreting, 

enforcing, .Ortn.Odibing the:: tettuS of this Stipulation and Orderjor, the purposes of ihe .process 
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established in this Stipulation and Order to resolve any discovery and/or data practices disputes 

during the course of the Commissioner's investigation; and/or for the purposes of granting any 

other relief not inconsistent with the terms of this Stipulation and Order, until this Order is 

terminated. The Commissioner or the city of Minneapolis may apply to this Court for any orders 

or other relief necessary to construe or effectuate this Stipulation and Order or seek informal 

conferences for direction as may be appropriate. The Parties shall meet and confer regarding any 

dispute prior to seeking relief from the Court 

13. 	If MDFIR believes that the City of Minneapolis has not complied with the 

requirements of this Stipulation and Order, the Commissioner shall notify the City of Minneapolis 

of its noncompliance. The city of Minneapolis shall have 15 days after receipt of the notice to 

respond. If the Commissioner :determines the City of Minneapolis bas not complied with this 

Stipulation and Order, the Commissioner AA bring the inoncompliance to this Court's attention 

by filing an appropriate motion. 

C. lithe City of Minneapolis does not comply 'with the requirements of this Stipulation 

and Order, the Court may enforce this Stipulation and Order by any one or any combination of the 

remedies available under the MIIRA, including civil penalties, injunctive relief, or other relief 

available through the contempt powers granted to the Court. 

D. The Commissioner specifically reserves her right and MDIM's right to seek 

recovery of litigation costs and expenses arising from any violation of this Stipulation and Order 

that require the Commissioner to file a motion. with this Court for enforcement of this Stipulation 

and Order. 

E. The Commissioner specifically reserves her right and:.MDFIR's right to -take aetios. 

to address violations that are not the subject of the Commissioner's petition brought pursuant to 
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Mimi. Stat. § 363A.28, subd. 6(e), and, unless otherwise provided herein, any violations arising 

after the effective date. 

IX. 
GENERAL TERMS 

A. Government Data. The Parties acknowledge that the release of information 

concerning this matter from MDHR's file is governed by the Minnesota Human Rights Act, Mimi. 

Stat. ch. 363A; the Minnesota Government Data Practices Act, Minn. Stat. ch. 13; and the Official 

Records Act, Minn. Sta. §§ 15.17, et seq* 

B. Effective Date. This Stipulation and Order is effective upon the date it is entered 

by the Court. The City of Minneapolis agrees to continue to initiate and implement all activities 

necessary to comply with the provisions of this Stipulation and Order pending entry by the Court. 

X. 
TERMINATION 

This Stipulation and Order shall remain in effect pending final determination or the 

proceedings on the Commissioner's charge of discrimination filed against the City of Minneapolis, 

MDFIR File No 71537, and this stipulation provides the consent required under Minn. Stat. § 

363A.28, subd. 6(e) for the temporary restraining order to extend beyond ten days. The Court 

shall retain jurisdiction for the duration of this Stipulation and Order to entbrce the terms of the 

Order and to maintain the discovery and investigative request dispute process provided in this 

Stipulation and Order. This Court's jurisdiction shall terminate upon notice from the Parties. 

THE PARTIES ENTER IN'TO AND APPROVE THIS STIPULATION AND ORDER AND 
SUBMIT IT TO THE COURT SO THAT IT MAY BE APPROVED AND ENTERED. 'CUE 
PARTIES HAVE CAUSED THIS STIPULATION AND ORDER TO BE SIGNED ON THE 
DATES OPPOSITE THEIR SIGNATURES. 
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For the Minnesota Department of Human Rights 

Date: June „5_,, 2020 

For the City of Minneapolis 

Date: June 	2020 

IT IS SO ORDERED. 

Date:  June 8, 2020 

, 

REBECCA LUCERO 
Commissioner 
Minnesota Department of :Human Rights 

JACO FR 
Mayor — 
City of Minneapolis 

Janisch, Karen 
2020.06.08 
	 15:13:32  -05'00° 

Honorable Judge or the Hennepin County 
District Court 
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